System implementations: Pitfalls to learn from
A post implementation project initiative with the aim of trying to rectify a system implementation
gone wrong,
wrong two years later.
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Introduction

This case study aims to highlight the problem areas and to make other organisations aware of the various pitfalls that could result in a
complete failure of any system implementation project. By creating awareness of these pitfalls, organisations
organisations planning to embark on a
similar kind of project should acknowledge these challenges and ensure they steer clear of the pitfalls being highlighted.
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Business Challenge

Almost three years ago a national organisation embarked on a major system Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) implementation
programme.
The impact of the global recession resulted in this national organisation to increasingly seek greater scale to improve efficiencies and
clout in their lines of business. However, along with scale also came
c
increased complexity and difficulty in coordinating their systems
operations,, which resulted in more pressure on the business units to reduce the cost and complexity of their information technology
systems.
This resulted in the organisation to change from their existing legacy system to a better, more streamlined and more efficien
efficient ERP
system.
The business assigned the responsibility of this project to their I.T. manager
manager who, in turn, obtained the services of a consulting firm to
assist with the implementation thereof.
Two years down the line, the ER system implementation process, although being signed-off
signed off by the business owners and all relevant
parties, was still in a shambles and the services of a second consulting firm, Bizmod Consulting were called in to determine why the
original project implementation was a failure and to rectify the situation.
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What were in place?

• A project plan, highlighting all the various activities
vities that should take place
• All activities outlined in the project plan were executed
• All critical mile-stones were signed-off
off by the business users
• All project documentation were signed-off
off by the business users
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Where it all went wrong

• Business users did not take any responsibility or accountability for the system implementation project and believed the ultim
ultimate
responsibility for the successful implementation lied with the consultants hired to do the job and the IT manager.
• There was no
o business involvement in the actual design of the system solution – thus unclear business requirements and a
complete
lack
of
drive
from
the
business
itself.
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• A disconnection between the business rules that were developed for the system implementation
implementation and what the actual business is /
was about - this resulted in unclear business rules being set from the start which meant uncertain execution plans.
• Business users expected IT resources to take the responsibility on their behalf, thus, they entrusted sign-off
sign
and testing of the final
system implementation to a division that (who?) lacked proper business background and that (who?) only had expertise in
information technology. Business units did not validate the extraction rules to move data from the legacy
legacy system to the ERP
system, neither did they avail themselves to clean up the data in the legacy system – this resulted in improper mapping of the data
from the previous system to the new system.
• The domino effect of the abovementioned resulted in IT becoming the biggest scapegoat of the failed system implementation
project.
• It was also clear that certain business divisions did not believe in the switch from the current system to the ERP system which
whi
resulted in these divisions “boycotting” the entire system implementation project by deliberately delaying their division’s going-live
g
date which did coincide with the rest of the divisions.
• The effect of the delayed going-live
live resulted in the organisation running two systems at once, which had a huge negative impact on
the ultimate success of the organisation.

The end result off the abovementioned problems, infighting and internal politics within the organisation meant that the original project
consultants hired to implement the ERP system ended up doing only what they had to do in order to get sign
sign-off and the completion of
the project- realising that without the buy-in
in and support of the actual business itself, this project would become a political turmoil.
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Lessons learnt by the business itself

• The approach being followed by the actual business towards this system implementation
implementation resulted in no proper lessons being learnt
by the business itself.
• Without a clear strategy or even an intervention strategy the organisation ended up in a “valley of despair” and the benefits that
should have been materialised through a successful systems implementation and that should have driven real ROI from a business
investment perspective were absent.
• A healthy business culture with trust between business units and where positive communication takes place with clear articula
articulation of
the requirements
rements of each business unit could have resulted in a successful system being implemented from the start.
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The outcome of the unsuccessful implementation project

• System implementation is taking double the time originally required as a result of the root
root cause not being fixed initially.
• The problems relating to the data integrity and system customisation resulted in no standard reporting being in place for
the
new
ERP
system.
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• Since the initial business rules were not clearly defined there were no
no standard processes and procedures being followed for the
newly implemented ERP system.
• The lack of integration and proper communication between the business units resulted in key decisions being taken without
considering the impact on the overall business
ss as such - thus no alignment.
• Since proper training did not take place, knowledge transfer did not take place and the organisation’s IT resources were left
unskilled to take over the responsibility of managing the new ERP system – the domino effect of this was that there
was also no system support or system architecture in place which resulted in the business having no trust in the new system.
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Bizmod Consulting involved

In a typical project, after two years, the intervention should actually be on acquiring assistance in improving what is alrea
already there, i.e.
post implementation improvement – thus focusing on continuous improvement cycles.
However, when Bizmod Consulting’s services were acquired, their team of highly skilled project management consultants immediately
realised the impact of the failure of the first systems implementation project and decided to rather make recommended changes
towards rectifying the implementation
tion to ensure long-term
long term sustainability of the newly implemented ERP system.
The Bizmod consulting project intervention was to assist the organisation in reviewing the system issues they were experiencing and to
specifically:
• assist them in stabilising the
e system and get to a point where they can transact fully on the system
• have the ability to generate the relevant operational reporting from the system
• cleanse the data that was migrated from the legacy system to the new ERP system ensuring data integrity on any new transactions
moving forward
• provide user and super-user
user training for the respective system modules
• ensure that the necessary skills transfer between the consultants and the business is achieved
ommended changes for each:
The following key issues were identified with recommended
7.1. Project timelines, the development process and the critical business events
• The allocated project timelines were underestimated and various environmental factors were not taken into consideration. This
resulted in huge frustrations
tions to business as critical business events (e.g. finance – auditors, financial year end reporting etc) were
not met or impacted on due to system dependencies.
• Fixing and reconciling two years of data and system issues requires a significant amount of time and in some organisations a re
reimplementation is usually considered.
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7.1.1

Recommended Changes

Identifying critical business dependencies on time is critical in scheduling a project and ensuring that all activities by various
va
streams
are streamlined towards this common goal. An integrated system needs an integrated approach in issue resolution. All stakeholders
need to understand the various touch points and the processes involved in order to close issues.
issues
7.2. Internal management of issues outside project boundaries

• The executive and management had inconsistent expectations in relation to issue resolution from consultants vs. internal staf
staff. Yet
the
final
outcome
is
dependent
on
both
parties
performing
equally
in resolving
issues
on
time.
There was too much focus on the system issues and less focus on the business issues that contribute to the problem. This resulted
in consultants ending up doing the business activities in order to complete the tasks at hand. This approach had an impact on the
timelines where other system
ystem issues had to be resolved.

7.2.1

Recommended Changes

Internal staff linked to the project should be on boarded appropriately and managed according to the project timelines.

7.3. Proper knowledge transfer
ransfer process between the business I.T. Team and the system project team
• One of the critical success factors highlighted in the beginning of the project was the knowledge transfer between the I.T. p
project
team (consultant’s team) and the business I.T. team. The principle here was not only to have a up-skilled
ed internal I.T. team in terms
of the ERP system support, but also to manage and shorten the engagement period with the implementation firm and thus allowin
allowing
organisation to be fully capacitated in managing their system going forward.
• Whilst the process was discussed by the I.T. Executive, the I.T. manager, implementation partner and the I.T. resources, it was
however not managed and enforced by all the parties and has not been a success in implementing. With such a critical requirem
requirement
in place, it would have meant that the business will drive the process and manage it strictly internally ensuring that the internal
resources are following the process and managed appropriately.

7.3.1

Recommended Changes

It is critical for the internal I.T. to be capacitated and
and thus deliver the required services to the business. Enhancing the skills of
resources should be managed internally by the business and the consultants should be supporting resources in achieving this.
• Structured development plans should be put in place
place for business’s I.T. resources and managed accordingly ensuring that all parties
take full accountability of their development.
• Practical tracking of progress e.g. put
ut timelines and target goals on how many issues should be attended to from a support
perspective.
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• Define Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) with the various business areas to ensure that the internal I.T. resources deal with just I.T.
issues and are not absorbed into non-I.T. (business) related issues.
7.4. Business Requirements

•

There was a significant gap in terms of the clarity and the actual business requirements when dealing with the various business
units. The constant changing of these requirements right through the project caused
cause huge time delays and more importantly
importantly, an
unclear project scope.

7.4.1

Recommended Changes

• A set project methodology and a way of defining requirements should be enforced within all the business units. This will ensure
standardisation of approach across the organisation thus achieving timeous resolution of issues.
issues

7.5. Project team and business I.T. integration

• Strained relationships between the I.T. manager and the I.T. resources had an impact in the enforcement of the knowledge tran
transfer
process as well as general accountability and involvement of these resources with
with the project and the supporting of system calls i.e.
playing the first line support.
• The I.T. Manager also had projects that he had to attend to and availability during this period was a concern. Besides the we
weekly
project updates with the I.T. executive,, there was no real involvement of this team with the implementation team.

7.5.1

Recommended Changes

• Implement a properly defined relationship management strategy on the part of the I.T. manager with the consultant’s team as well as
the various business units being impacted by the systems implementation project.

7.6. Roles and Responsibility – Expectation management

• The roles and responsibilities of the project team members across the entire organisation were not clearly communicated.
The scope of work given to the team did not in some instances align with the greater expectations that the various
business units
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7.6.1

Recommended Changes

• As part of the project initiation, the roles and responsibilities of the project team need to be communicated to all the impacted
stakeholders and roles need to be constantly reviewed to see if parties are still on the same page as the project continues
continues.
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Closing comments

This is a classic intervention where one has a practical hindsight view of what the real business impacts are when the proper system
and project implementation cycle went wrong. Rules were not followed or when critical steps that are usually highlighted as important in
an implementation process, were
re not followed or enforced.
enforced Neither were the real business impact from a financial cost, people,
process and system impact being highlighted.
The most important lessons to be learnt from this are that people are the most crucial element towards the success of any pro
project
implementation. Without proper business alignment
ignment and support no system implementation project will ever be successful. And the cost
impact of an unsuccessful implementation is huge since the project implementation costs doubled as this case study has highli
highlighted
Ensure it is done right the first time, with proper support and backing from the entire business.
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